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Abstract14

Supersaturation with respect to ice determines the strength of non-equilibrium fraction-15

ation during vapor deposition onto ice or snow, and therefore influences the water iso-16

topic composition of vapor and precipitation in cold environments. Historically, most gen-17

eral circulation models formed clouds through saturation adjustment and therefore pre-18

vented supersaturation. To match the observed isotopic content, especially the deuterium19

excess, of snow in polar regions, the saturation ratio with respect to ice (Si) was param-20

eterized, usually by assuming a linear dependence of Si on temperature. The Commu-21

nity Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) no longer applies saturation adjustment for22

the ice phase and thus allows ice supersaturation. Here, we adapt the isotope-enabled23

version of CAM5 to compute non-equilibrium fractionation in ice and mixed-phase clouds24

based on Si from the CAM5 microphysics, and use it to evaluate the common param-25

eterization of Si. Our results show a wide range of Si predicted by the CAM5 micro-26

physics and reflected in the simulated deuterium excess of Antarctic precipitation; this27

is overly simplified by the linear parameterization. For present-day climate, both model28

versions reproduce the observed relationship between δD and deuterium excess reason-29

ably well. However, comparisons with ice-core data show that using the model-predicted30

Si improves the simulation of deuterium excess during the last glacial maximum, sug-31

gesting that the parameterized Si does not capture how microphysical conditions change32

under different climate states. Furthermore, parametric sensitivity tests show that by33

using the model-predicted Si water isotopes are more closely tied to the model micro-34

physics and can therefore constrain uncertain microphysical parameters.35

Plain language summary36

The concentrations of oxygen and hydrogen isotopes of water depends on meteo-37

rological processes such as evaporation from the ocean and cloud formation. Water iso-38

tope concentrations measured in ice cores and other natural archives are therefore used39

to reconstruct Earth’s past climate. In Antarctica, isotope concentrations strongly de-40

pend on the meteorological conditions during ice and mixed-phase cloud formation, es-41

pecially the supersaturation with respect to ice. Isotope-enabled climate models, which42

are often used to support interpretations of isotope measurements, commonly prescribe43

supersaturation with respect to ice as a linear function of temperature. It is unknown44

how much this simplication affects the representation of water isotope concentrations in45
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the models. Here we use a recently-developed isotope-enabled climate model, which uses46

a physically-based calculation of supersaturation, to evaluate the linear parameteriza-47

tion used in the other models. Comparison with ice core data shows that the physically-48

based calculation of supersaturation significantly improves the representation of water49

isotope concentrations in the past. We also evaluate how model parameters related to50

supersaturation affect water isotopes. Our results suggest that water isotopes can po-51

tentially be used to help improve climate models.52

1 Introduction53

Stable water isotopologues (H16
2 O, HD16O, H18

2 O, hereafter referred to as stable54

water isotopes) have shown great potential as natural tracers of the global water cycle,55

and have provided valuable insight into Earth’s past and present climate (e.g., Dansgaard56

et al., 1993; Markle et al., 2017; Moyer, Irion, Yung, & Gunson, 1996). The basis for their57

wide range of applications is isotopic fractionation, which occurs during phase transi-58

tions and is caused by the different thermodynamic properties of the isotopes: heavier59

water isotopes have higher binding energies and therefore preferentially go to the com-60

pound in which the molecules are bound most strongly. They also have slower diffusion61

velocities and therefore need more time to reach an equilibrium state. Due to these two62

effects, stable water isotopes experience equilibrium and non-equilibrium fractionation,63

respectively, and thereby continuously record the meteorological history of air parcels64

through changes in their relative concentrations. Equilibrium fractionation occurs dur-65

ing every phase transition involving the vapor phase and is roughly eight times stronger66

for HD16O than for H18
2 O, leading to a ratio close to 8:1 between δD and δ18O in atmo-67

spheric waters, where the δ notation describes the concentration of HD16O and H18
2 O68

relative to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW): δ = R
RV SMOW

−1; R
18O =69

[18O]/[16O]; RD = [D]/[H]. Non-equilibrium fractionation occurs during phase tran-70

sitions where diffusion is important, that is, (i) evaporation of water from the surface71

or from rain drops, when there is a strong gradient of humidity, and (ii) ice and mixed-72

phase cloud formation, which usually occurs in an environment that is supersaturated73

with respect to ice (Rogers, 1979). Non-equilibrium fractionation is stronger for H18
2 O74

than for HD16O, and therefore leads to deviations from the ratio of 8:1, which are com-75

monly quantified by the deuterium excess, d = δD− 8 · δ18O (Dansgaard, 1964).76
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Due to the complexity of processes involving fractionation, measurements of sta-77

ble water isotopes would be difficult to interpret without the help of numerical isotope78

models. Since Dansgaard (1964) developed a Rayleigh model simulating isotopic vari-79

ations in an isolated air parcel to explain the temperature effect and the amount effect80

(i.e., increasing depletion of heavy isotopes with decreasing temperature and increasing81

precipitation amount), numerical models have been widely applied to link measured iso-82

topic variations to physical processes. Following the pioneering work of Joussaume, Jouzel,83

and Sadourny (1984) stable water isotopes have been incorporated into many atmospheric84

general circulation models (AGCMs): iCAM (Lee, Fung, DePaolo, & Henning, 2007; Nus-85

baumer, Wong, Bardeen, & Noone, 2017), ECHAMwiso (Hoffmann, Werner, & Heimann,86

1998; Werner, Langebroek, Carlsen, Herold, & Lohmann, 2011), GISS ModelE (Schmidt,87

Hoffmann, Shindell, & Hu, 2005), HadCM3 (Tindall, Valdes, & Sime, 2009), ICON-ART-88

Iso (Eckstein et al., 2018), IsoGSM (Yoshimura, Kanamitsu, Noone, & Oki, 2008), and89

LMDZiso (Risi, Bony, Vimeux, & Jouzel, 2010) among others. These AGCMs solve the90

full set of equations governing the dynamics and physics of the atmosphere on a global91

three-dimensional grid, and simulate fractionation during all phase transitions in the hy-92

drological cycle. In contrast to Rayleigh models, isotope-enabled AGCMs provide a spa-93

tially and temporally complete picture of global isotopic variations in water vapor and94

precipitation, limited only by their spatial resolution and the parameterization of un-95

resolved processes. They have been widely applied to support interpretations of isotope96

measurements in paleoarchives. For example, Werner, Mikolajewicz, Heimann, and Hoff-97

mann (2000) showed with the help of ECHAMwiso that seasonality of precipitation ex-98

plains the discrepancy between borehole and isotope-derived temperatures in Greenland,99

and Sime, Wolff, Oliver, and Tindall (2009) showed with the help of HadCM3 that the100

relation between temperature and isotope ratios in Antarctic ice cores is nonlinear and101

that therefore interglacial climates were warmer than previously thought. At the same102

time, the isotope tracers can be used to constrain physical parameterizations in the mod-103

els that could otherwise not be detected because of compensating errors in the moisture,104

pressure or temperature fields (Field et al., 2014; Nusbaumer et al., 2017; Risi et al., 2012).105

Historically, AGCMs use saturation adjustment to determine the rates of conden-106

sation, evaporation, deposition, and sublimation to or from both liquid and ice phase con-107

densate. Thus, supersaturation is removed after each time step by converting excess va-108

por to liquid or ice clouds. Similarly, subsaturation leads to evaporation or sublimation109
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of clouds until either saturation is reached or no cloud water is left. However, no super-110

saturation means no non-equilibrium fractionation during ice cloud formation, and thus111

unrealistic deuterium excess values, especially at high latitudes. To solve this problem,112

supersaturation with respect to ice in these models is parameterized and accounted for113

in the microphysical transfers of the heavy water isotopes (HD16O, H18
2 O) but not in the114

microphysical treatment of standard water (H16
2 O). In most AGCMs, the parameteri-115

zation used in Rayleigh models is adopted, which describes the saturation ratio with re-116

spect to ice (Si) as a linear function of temperature (T ) in the form of Si = a + b · T117

(Jouzel & Merlivat, 1984; Petit, White, Young, Jouzel, & Korotkevich, 1991). The in-118

tercept a is usually set to a value close to 1, implying saturation at T ≈ 0◦C, while the119

slope b is adjusted such that the simulated deuterium excess matches observations, usu-120

ally of snow in Antarctica (e.g., Petit et al., 1991). The resulting values for b range from121

b = −0.002◦C−1 (Nusbaumer et al., 2017) to b = −0.0045◦C−1 (Werner et al., 2011).122

There are several limitations related to parameterizing supersaturation with respect123

to ice as a linear function of temperature: a one-dimensional linear function cannot re-124

flect a potential wide range of supersaturations at a given temperature, and, since it is125

mostly tuned for present-day climate, it might not represent past climate conditions cor-126

rectly, due to possible differences in the microphysics that influence supersaturation (e.g.,127

the number of cloud condensation nuclei or ice nucleating particles). Moreover, since the128

isotope and microphysics part of the model act independently in such a setup, an agree-129

ment between modeled and observed isotope ratios reflects on the quality of the tuning130

process rather than the quality of the model (Mathieu et al., 2002).131

The Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) (Neale et al., 2010) is one132

of a growing number of AGCMs whose microphysics scheme does not apply saturation133

adjustment for the ice phase and therefore allows supersaturation with respect to ice.134

This means that, although it is still used in the isotope-enabled version of CAM5 (iCAM5)135

(Nusbaumer et al., 2017), the parameterization of Si is not necessary. The aim of this136

study is therefore to adapt iCAM5 to compute non-equilibrium fractionation based on137

Si predicted by the microphysics scheme (Gettelman et al., 2010; Morrison & Gettel-138

man, 2008), and with the help of this new model version (i) evaluate the parameteriza-139

tion of Si as a linear function of T , and (ii) test the sensitivity of stable water isotopes140

to microphysical parameters influencing the model-predicted Si. Thereby we focus on141

Antarctica, where supersaturation during ice and mixed-phase cloud formation is espe-142
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cially important for isotopes in precipitation, and compare simulations in two different143

climates, present day and the last glacial maximum. Both iCAM5 versions are validated144

against observations of isotopes in surface snow and ice cores from Antarctica.145

2 Methods146

2.1 Model147

CAM5 (Neale et al., 2010) is the atmospheric component of the National Center148

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model (CESM) (Hurrell149

et al., 2013). For stratiform cloud physics it uses the macrophysics scheme by Park, Brether-150

ton, and Rasch (2014) and the two-moment microphysics scheme by Morrison and Get-151

telman (2008), modified to allow supersaturation with respect to ice by Gettelman et152

al. (2010). Ice crystals can form via heterogeneous immersion freezing on mineral dust153

or homogeneous freezing of sulfate based on Liu and Penner (2005) and Liu, Penner, Ghan,154

and Wang (2007) in pure ice clouds (T < −37◦C), and via heterogeneous deposition155

nucleation and condensation freezing based on Meyers, DeMott, and Cotton (1992) and156

contact freezing based on Young (1974) in mixed-phase clouds (−37◦C < T < 0◦C).157

Moist convection is separated into deep convection (Zhang & McFarlane, 1995) and shal-158

low convection (Park & Bretherton, 2009), and moist boundary layer turbulence is pa-159

rameterized following Bretherton and Park (2009).160

The implementation of stable water isotopes in CAM5 (Nusbaumer et al., 2017)161

follows the approach of previous modeling work (e.g., Hoffmann et al., 1998; Joussaume162

et al., 1984; Yoshimura et al., 2008). H18
2 O and HD16O were added and tracked through-163

out the model’s hydrological cycle. Both heavy isotopes experience equilibrium and non-164

equilibrium fractionation during phase transitions. The equilibrium fractionation fac-165

tors αeq, which describe the ratios of saturation vapor pressures of the heavy isotopes166

(H18
2 O, HD16O) and the light isotope (H16

2 O), are parameterized as functions of T fol-167

lowing Horita and Wesolowski (1994) for the liquid/vapor transition, and following Ma-168

joube (1971) and Merlivat and Nief (1967) for the ice/vapor transition. The ratios of dif-169

fusivities of the light and heavy isotopes D/Diso, which are important for non-equilibrium170

fractionation, are taken from Merlivat (1978). Fractionation during evaporation from the171

ocean is parameterized with the Craig and Gordon (1965) model using a wind speed de-172

pendent formulation of the non-equilibrium fractionation factor (Merlivat & Jouzel, 1979).173

A similar approach is used for evapotranspiration from land in the isotope-enabled Com-174
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munity Land Model version 4 (iCLM4) (Wong, Nusbaumer, & Noone, 2017) that is cou-175

pled to iCAM5. Sublimation of surface snow or ice is assumed to occur without fraction-176

ation. In the following, the implementation of fractionation during ice cloud formation,177

which is the focus of this study, is described in more detail. For a detailed description178

of other isotope parameterizations in iCAM5 see Nusbaumer et al. (2017).179

2.1.1 Fractionation during ice cloud formation180

Because of the low diffusivities of water molecules in ice and the short lifetime of181

ice crystals in the atmosphere, vapor deposition onto ice or snow is assumed to follow182

a Rayleigh process, which describes isotopic fractionation in an open system, where the183

condensate is immediately removed. The isotope ratio of the remaining vapor (Rv) and184

the condensate (Rc) are then given by:185

Rv = Rv,0 · fα−1 (1)186

187

Rc = α ·Rv (2)188

where Rv,0 is the initial isotope ratio in the vapor, f is the fraction of remaining vapor,189

and α is the effective fractionation factor (including both equilibrium and non-equilibrium190

fractionation). α is calculated following Jouzel and Merlivat (1984) and Blossey, Kuang,191

and Romps (2010):192

α =
αeq · Si

αeq · D
Diso
· (Si− 1) + 1

(3)193

where D and Diso are the diffusivities of the light and the heavy isotopes, respectively,194

Si is the saturation ratio with respect to ice, and αeq is the equilibrium fractionation fac-195

tor. In the default iCAM5 setup, Si is parameterized as a linear function of T , as in most196

previous modeling studies (e.g., Jouzel & Merlivat, 1984; Petit et al., 1991; Risi et al.,197

2010; Werner et al., 2011):198

Si = a+ b · T (4)199

The tuning parameters a and b were set to 1.0 and −0.002◦C−1, respectively, in order200

to match observed precipitation deuterium excess over Antarctica (Nusbaumer et al., 2017).201

To illustrate the impact of this parameterization, Figure 1 shows the evolution of202

δD and deuterium excess in vapor and condensate described by the Rayleigh equations203

(1, 2) for a hypothetical air parcel with an initial vapor isotopic composition of δD =204

−160h and δ18O = −20h, and different parameterizations of Si as a linear function205

of T . The air parcel is assumed to cool from T = −10◦C to T = −35◦C with ∼15%206
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of vapor condensing (to ice only) per 1◦C of cooling, such that the fraction of remain-207

ing vapor f = 2% at T = −35◦C.208

We evaluate the effects of non-equilibrium fractionation in the δD vs. deuterium209

excess phase space because it has been widely used in the past to analyze the effect of210

Si on isotopes (e.g., Petit et al., 1991; Risi et al., 2010; Werner et al., 2011). The cur-211

vature of the lines, with higher deuterium excess values at low and high δD than in be-212

tween, is due to an artifact of the traditional deuterium excess definition related to the213

nonlinearity of the δ-scale (where the change of δ depends on δ itself), and could be avoided214

by using a definition based on the ln(R) scale (Dütsch, Pfahl, & Sodemann, 2017; Markle215

et al., 2017). However, since we focus on the differences between the lines the curvature216

is of advantage – it makes them more visible.217

Initially, at high δD, a higher Si leads to a higher deuterium excess in the conden-218

sate and a lower deuterium excess in the remaining vapor, due to stronger non-equilibrium219

fractionation (i.e., HD16O diffuses more readily onto the ice crystals than H18
2 O due to220

its larger diffusivity). However, because of the lower deuterium excess in the remaining221

vapor, the newly forming condensate has a lower deuterium excess as well, and after fur-222

ther deposition the Rayleigh lines of the condensate cross. For small fractions of remain-223

ing vapor, a higher Si therefore leads to a lower deuterium excess in the condensate. Such224

small fractions of remaining vapor are typically found at high latitudes or altitudes. Fur-225

thermore, a higher Si leads to an overall flatter slope between δD and deuterium excess.226

Thus, Figure 1 demonstrates that Si has a large impact on the deuterium excess in both227

vapor and condensate, and therefore a correct representation of Si in isotope models is228

important.229

In contrast to most AGCMs, the microphysics scheme of CAM5 allows Si > 100%230

(Gettelman et al., 2010), and the parameterization is no longer necessary. Now, vapor231

deposition onto ice and snow can be treated consistently for standard water (H16
2 O) and232

the heavy isotopes (HD16O and H18
2 O). In this study, we therefore adapt the computa-233

tion of non-equilibrium fractionation in iCAM5 to use Si predicted by the microphysics234

scheme (hereafter referred to as Sireal) instead of the parameterized Si (hereafter referred235

to as Siparam).236

Note that the default iCAM5 setup limits non-equilibrium fractionation during ice237

and mixed-phase cloud formation to T < −20◦C, whereas in reality it can occur at T <238
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Figure 1. Evolution of δD and deuterium excess in water vapor (dashed lines) and condensate

(solid lines) during Rayleigh condensation for different parameterizations of Si as a function of

T . The black dot depicts the initial isotopic composition of the water vapor and the thin lines

connect the isotopic composition of the condensate with the isotopic composition of the vapor it

originates from.

0◦C if Si > 100%. For consistency this −20◦C limit is kept in the modified iCAM5 ver-239

sion, but will be the focus of sensitivity tests (see Section 2.2.2).240

2.2 Simulations241

2.2.1 Control simulations242

We run four control (ctrl) iCAM5 simulations, one for each of the Si versions (Siparam243

and Sireal) used in two different climates (present day and last glacial maximum). All244

four simulations use the finite-volume dynamical core with 1.9◦N×2.5◦E horizontal res-245

olution and a hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate system with 30 levels. iCAM5246

is coupled to the isotope-enabled land surface model iCLM4 (Wong et al., 2017) and the247

isotope-enabled sea ice model iCICE4, with prescribed sea surface temperatures and sea248

ice concentrations. For present-day climate, the CESM component set F 2000 CAM5 is249

used. For the last glacial maximum, initial and boundary conditions are taken from Zhu250

et al. (2017). Ocean isotope ratios are assumed to be constant in time and space (δ18O =251

0h and δD = 0h in present-day climate, and δ18O = 1.13h and δD = 9.10h dur-252
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Table 1. Overview of simulations. All scenarios are simulated twice, once with parameterized

supersaturation (Siparam) and a second time with model-predicted supersaturation (Sireal).

climate simulations length

LGM ctrl 10 years

PD

ctrl 10 years

naai
×0.5

epsi
×0.5

ai
×0.5

Tini
−10◦C

5 years
×2 ×2 ×2 0◦C

ing the last glacial maximum, which corresponds to the climatological global average from253

Zhu et al. (2017)). For both climates, the simulations are branched from a one-year spin-254

up simulation using Siparam and run for ten years (Table 1).255

2.2.2 Sensitivity tests256

Since stable water isotopes are sensitive to Si, and Si is predicted by the micro-257

physics scheme in the Sireal simulations, isotopes can potentially be used to constrain258

microphysical parameters influencing Si in the model. This is especially useful because259

measurements of Si itself are sparse (Genthon et al., 2017). We select three microphys-260

ical parameters that significantly influence Si: the number of active aerosols for ice nu-261

cleation (naai), the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen time scale for the growth of ice crys-262

tals (epsi), and the sedimentation velocity of ice crystals (ai). To test the sensitivity of263

stable water isotopes to these parameters we run additional simulations for present-day264

climate, in which we scale the parameters by a factor β, where β = 0.5, 2.265

Furthermore, we test the sensitivity of stable water isotopes to the temperature thresh-266

old (Tini) below which non-equilibrium fractionation occurs for both Si versions, also267

in present-day climate. In addition to the control simulations using Tini = −20◦C, we268

run simulations with Tini = −10◦C and Tini = 0◦C. All sensitivity simulations are269

branched from the present-day one-year spin-up simulation using Siparam (and β = 1,270

Tini = −20◦) and run for five years (Table 1).271

2.3 T , Si, and deuterium excess in vapor during cloud formation272

Over Antarctica, most precipitation falls in the form of snow, which, in contrast273

to rain, does not experience strong fractionation during sublimation and thus carries its274
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initial isotopic signal all the way to the ground. The deuterium excess in surface snow275

therefore strongly depends on the meteorological conditions (T and Si), as well as the276

isotopic composition of the vapor (δDv and δ18Ov) at cloud formation. To determine these277

variables we add four new diagnostic water tracers to iCAM5, whose deposition and con-278

densation fluxes to ice and liquid clouds in the microphysics scheme are weighted by T ,279

Si, δDv and δ18Ov, respectively (Figure 2). Vapor is kept unaffected by setting the fluxes280

to and from vapor equal to the fluxes of standard water. All other transfer rates preserve281

the tracer ratio, i.e., they are equal to the transfer rate of standard water multiplied by282

the ratio of the tracer and standard water. Thus, in this way the conditions during cloud283

formation are traced all the way to where precipitation falls. Dividing the weighted pre-284

cipitation by standard precipitation will yield the conditions (T , Si, δDv and δ18Ov) at285

which precipitation formed. Note that with this method fluxes away from the source can286

differ from the fluxes to the destination, which violates mass conservation. This is not287

a problem, because these tracers are purely diagnostic.

vapor

rain

liquid ice

snow

cloud cloud

∙1
∙R

∙1

∙R

∙R
∙R

∙R
∙R

∙R
∙R

∙R

∙
R

∙
R

∙R

(a) effect on source

vapor

rain

liquid ice

snow

cloud cloud

∙V
ar

∙1

∙Var∙1

∙R
∙R

∙R
∙R

∙R
∙R

∙R

∙
R

∙
1

∙1

(b) effect on destination

Figure 2. Microphysical processes in iCAM5. The shapes show the five physical states of wa-

ter allowed in the microphysics scheme. The arrows show transitions between the five states and

are colored by the the type of weighting applied for (a) the source and (b) the destination. Red:

the flux of standard water multiplied by T , Si, δDv or δ18Ov; blue: the flux of standard water

multiplied by the tracer ratio; black: the flux of standard water.

288
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2.4 Observations289

The simulated isotope ratios are compared with ice core measurements from five290

Antarctic sites: West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) Divide (WD) (Markle et al., 2017; WAIS291

Divide Project Members, 2013, 2015), European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA)292

Dronning Maud Land (EDML) (EPICA Community Members, 2006; Stenni et al., 2010),293

EPICA Dome C (EDC) (Jouzel et al., 2007; Stenni et al., 2010), Talos Dome (TAL) (Bu-294

iron et al., 2012; Landais et al., 2015; Stenni et al., 2011), and South Pole (SP) (Steig,295

previously unpublished data), all placed on a common time scale by Buizert et al. (2018).296

The ice core data are averaged from 1000 BCE to 2000 CE for present-day climate and297

from 19000 to 16000 BCE (20950 to 17950 BP(1950)) for the last glacial maxmimum.298

The present-day simulations are additionally compared with measurements of Antarc-299

tic surface snow from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008).300

3 Results301

3.1 Spatial pattern of deuterium excess302

Figure 3 shows the climatology of deuterium excess in precipitation for the four con-303

trol simulations, and their differences. In all four simulations, deuterium excess decreases304

with latitude over the ocean, reaching values close to 0h around 70◦S (Figure 3 a,b,d,e).305

The decrease can partly be explained by an increasing fraction of snow in precipitation.306

Over Antarctica, deuterium excess is negative at the coast and positive further inland,307

reaching values of up to 20h close to the south pole. Higher deuterium excess values in-308

land can also be seen in the ice cores, and are related to the nonlinear effect of the δ scale309

(Dütsch et al., 2017; Markle et al., 2017).310

In iCAM5, the deuterium excess during the last glacial maximum is generally lower311

over the ocean and higher over Antarctica than in present-day climate (Figure 3 c,f). The312

deuterium excess predicted by the two Si versions differs substantially over Antarctica313

(Figure 3 g,h) and over Greenland (not shown), but nowhere else on Earth, indicating314

the presence of non-equilibrium fractionation during ice and mixed-phase cloud forma-315

tion and therefore the sensitivity of precipitation isotopes to Si in very cold regions. The316

model-predicted saturation ratio with respect to ice, Sireal, leads to lower deuterium ex-317

cess than Siparam, especially during the last glacial maximum. At the coast of Antarc-318

tica, the two Si versions even show opposite trends between last glacial maximum and319
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present day climate. Sireal produces lower deuterium excess values during the last glacial320

maximum than in present day climate, while Siparam produces higher values. The ice321

cores close to the coast of Antarctica also have lower deuterium excess values during the322

last glacial maximum than in present-day climate, in agreement with the Sireal simu-323

lations.324
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Figure 3. Climatology of deuterium excess in precipitation. Top: Siparam simulations, center:

Sireal simulations, bottom: difference between the Sireal and Siparam simulations. Left: present

day (PD), center: last glacial maximum (LGM), right: difference between last glacial maximum

and present day. Numbers to the left and right of the Earth denote the global and Antarctic

averages, respectively. The ice core measurements are shown as dots.

3.2 Relationship between T and Si325

Figure 4 shows at which T and Si most Antarctic precipitation forms in iCAM5326

(using the diagnostic water tracers described in Section 2.3). 90% of Antarctic precip-327

itation forms at T between −42◦C and −14◦C in present-day climate (Figure 4a) and328

between −50◦C and −20◦C during the last glacial maximum (Figure 4b). Si is between329

107% and 127% in present-day climate and between 107% and 130% during the last glacial330
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maximum. Thus, despite much lower T , precipitation during the last glacial maximum331

does not form at significantly higher Si. The differences in occurrence frequency between332

the last glacial maximum and present-day climate also show a much more complex pat-333

tern than a simple shift to lower T and higher Si (Figure 4c).334

In both climates, Si is close to 100% at T ≈ 0◦C, and increases with decreasing335

T as the ratio between the saturation vapor pressure over liquid water and ice increases.336

However, the increase of Si with decreasing T is not linear. The mean Si increases non-337

linearly with decreasing T and is always higher than Siparam. Furthermore, for every338

depicted T there is a wide range of possible Si values, sometimes spanning more than339

50%.340
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Figure 4. Precipitation-weighted occurrence frequency of T and Si at cloud formation cal-

culated from 6-hourly average precipitation fields over Antarctica for (a) present day (PD),

(b) last glacial maximum (LGM), (c) the difference between last glacial maximum and present

day. The frequencies are calculated separately for each T bin. The dashed and solid lines are

Siparam = 1− 0.002 · T and the precipitation-weighted mean Sireal, respectively. The boxplots in-

dicate at which T and Si most precipitation forms (horizontal: T , vertical: Si) with the whiskers

showing the 5th and 95th percentile.

As Figure 5 shows, the differences between Sireal and Siparam also affect the deu-341

terium excess. At relatively high T (> −37◦C), the resulting deuterium excess in pre-342

cipitation tends to be higher in the Sireal simulations than in the Siparam simulations343

if Sireal > Siparam, and lower if Sireal < Siparam (Figure 5a,d). At relatively low T344

(< −37◦C), the resulting deuterium excess in precipitation is always lower in the Sireal345

simulations than in the Siparam simulations. This pattern is the result of two additive346

effects: the difference in the strength of non-equilibrium fractionation, and the difference347

in the isotopic composition of the vapor from which clouds form. Non-equilibrium frac-348
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tionation is stronger for higher Si and therefore the difference between deuterium ex-349

cess in precipitation (dp) and deuterium excess in vapor (dv) is larger in the Sireal sim-350

ulations than in the Siparam simulations where Sireal > Siparam, and smaller where351

Sireal < Siparam (Figure 5b,e). Because Sireal is usually higher than Siparam the stronger352

non-equilibrium fractionation removes more deuterium excess from the remaining vapor,353

and therefore the deuterium excess in vapor is always lower in the Sireal simulations than354

in the Siparam simulations (Figure 5c,f). The effect of fractionation dominates at rel-355

atively high T (> −37◦C), leading to higher deuterium excess in the Sireal simulations356

where Sireal > Siparam and vice versa, while the effect of the vapor dominates at rel-357

atively low T (< −37◦), leading to lower deuterium excess in the Sireal simulations for358

all Si.359

Figure 5. Difference in precipitation deuterium excess between the Sireal and Siparam sim-

ulations as a function of T and Si at cloud formation for (a–c) present day (PD) and (d–f) last

glacial maximum (LGM): (a,d) total difference in precipitation deuterium excess (dp), (b,e) dif-

ference resulting from fractionation during cloud formation (dp − dv), (c,f) difference resulting

from deuterium excess in vapor (dv). Each dot is a 6-hourly average at a grid point over Antarc-

tica. The sum of (b) and (c) is equal to (a) and the sum of (e) and (f) is equal to (d). Lines as in

Figure 4.
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3.3 Relationship between δD and deuterium excess360

Figure 6 shows the relationship between δD and deuterium excess in precipitation361

from the control simulations compared to observations. Note the similarity between the362

polynomial fits and the Rayleigh lines in Figure 1 as well as the crossing point around363

δD = −200h, indicating that the isotopic composition of precipitation over Antarc-364

tica can be approximated by a Rayleigh process.365

The simulated δD and deuterium excess values interpolated to the ice core sites tend366

to be more enriched along the Rayleigh line compared to the observations. This may be367

related to the relatively coarse resolution and consequently lower topography. The ad-368

vantage of the δD vs. deuterium excess phase space is that we can still infer what the369

deuterium excess would be at the ice core sites if δD was lower.370

Both Si versions produce a reasonable relation between δD and deuterium excess371

in present-day climate (Figure 6a), but underestimate deuterium excess at higher δD (>372

−300h) and overestimate the slope between deuterium excess and δD at lower δD (<373

−300h). The lower deuterium excess values at higher δD and higher deuterium excess374

at lower δD in the Siparam simulations compared to the Sireal simulations can be ex-375

plained by the fact that the parameterization mostly underestimates Si in iCAM5 as seen376
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Figure 6. Simulated climatological δD and deuterium excess in precipitation at each grid

point over Antarctica and the five ice cores sites (linearly interpolated from the four surrounding

grid points) compared to observations for (a) present day (PD) and (b) last glacial maximum

(LGM). The orange dots are the simulation using Siparam, the blue dots are the simulation using

Sireal, the grey dots are the measurements from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008), and the black

markers are the ice core measurements. The solid lines are quadratic polynomial fits of the dots.
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in Figure 4, leading to weaker non-equilibrium fractionation and a higher deuterium ex-377

cess in the remaining water vapor (cf. Figure 1).378

For the last glacial maximum there are only five observational data points, but they379

clearly fall within the range of values in the simulation using Sireal (except for EDC),380

while they are overestimated by the simulation using Siparam (Figure 6b). Thus, Fig-381

ure 3 and Figure 6 suggest that the different isotope values during the last glacial max-382

imum may be related to differences in Si that are reflected in Sireal but not in Siparam.383

3.4 Sensitivity tests384

3.4.1 Microphysical parameters385

This section addresses the sensitivity of the deuterium excess in Antarctic precip-386

itation to the number of active aerosols for ice nucleation (naai), the Wegener-Bergeron-387

Findeisen time scale for the growth of ice crystals (epsi), and the sedimentation veloc-388

ity of ice crystals (ai). By changing the properties of ice and mixed-phase clouds, these389

parameters directly influence Si. Furthemore, through feedbacks of clouds on climate,390

they indirectly influence T as well. In the Siparam simulations, the deuterium excess is391

sensitive only to T , because Si is parameterized as a linear function of T . In the Sireal392

simulations, the deuterium excess is sensitive to both T and Si. Figure 7 shows how T393

and Si are affected by the scaling of the microphysical parameters in present-day climate.394

Higher naai and epsi increase ice nucleation and deposition, respectively, and thus re-395

duce supersaturation, leading to lower Si at all temperatures (Figure 7a,b). Higher ai396

enhances the sedimentation of ice crystals, with a mixed effect on Si. Higher values of397

ai result in lower Si above −30◦C and higher Si below −30◦C (Figure 7c). On average,398

scaling all three microphysical parameters by β = 2 compared to β = 0.5 leads to higher399

T and lower Si. According to the Rayleigh lines in Figure 1, we therefore expect lower400

deuterium excess at high δD and higher deuterium excess at low δD in Antarctic pre-401

cipitation for β = 2 than for β = 1 in both the Siparam and the Sireal simulations,402

and the opposite effect for β = 0.5.403

As Figure 8 shows, the lower Si and higher T in the simulations with β = 2 in-404

deed lead to a lower deuterium excess at high δD and a higher deuterium excess at low405

δD compared to the control simulation (vice versa for β = 0.5). For all three param-406

eters, the relation between δD and deuterium excess is similar across the Siparam sim-407
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Figure 7. Difference in precipitation-weighted frequency of T and Si at which Antarctic pre-

cipitation forms between the simulations with β = 2 and β = 0.5 for (a) naai, (b) epsi, (c) ai.

The dashed and solid lines are Siparam = 1−0.002 ·T and the precipitation-weighted mean Sireal,

respectively. Boxplots as in Figure 4.

ulations, because the effect of changes in β on T alone is relatively small. In contrast,408

the deuterium excess in the Sireal simulations is very sensitive to changes in Si caused409

by changes in β. Since the initial isotopic composition of the vapor depends on processes410

that are not addressed in this study (e.g., evaporation from the ocean or land) we will411

not focus on the absolute values, but on the slope between δD and deuterium excess in-412

stead. While the slope between deuterium excess and δD is too steep compared to ob-413

servations in the Sireal control simulation, it is too flat in the Sireal simulations with414

reduced naai and epsi, suggesting that the truth lies somewhere in between. Reducing415

ai leads to lower deuterium excess at low δD, but with a similar slope between deuterium416

excess and δD.417

3.4.2 Temperature threshold for non-equilibrium fractionation418

Figure 9 shows how δD and deuterium excess depend on the T threshold below which419

non-equilibrium fractionation occurs during ice and mixed-phase cloud formation (Tini).420

Increasing Tini from −20◦C to −10◦C or 0◦C results in much lower deuterium excess val-421

ues in the Sireal simulations (Figure 9b), whereas the values in the Siparam simulations422

do not depend strongly on Tini (Figure 9a). This can be explained by the difference be-423

tween Sireal and Siparam at relatively high T (> −20◦) (cf. Figure 4a). While Siparam424

only grows as large as 104% for T > −20◦C, Sireal exceeds 110% in most instances when425

−20◦C < T < −10◦C. Therefore, Sireal leads to stronger non-equilibrium fractiona-426

tion than Siparam, which leaves the remaining vapor (and consequently the newly form-427
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Figure 8. δD and deuterium excess in precipitation in the sensitivity simulations for (a,d)

naai, (b,e) epsi, (c,f) ai compared to observations (in present-day climate). The top row (a–c)

shows Siparam and the bottom row (d–f) shows Sireal. The colored dots are the climatological

averages at each grid point over Antarctica (dark: β = 0.5, medium: β = 1 (ctrl), light: β = 2),

and the grey dots are the observations from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008). The solid lines are

quadratic polynomial fits of the dots.

ing condensate) depleted in deuterium excess. Interestingly, the effect of increasing Tini428

is highly nonlinear. The difference between the simulations with Tini = −20◦C and Tini =429

−10◦C is much larger than the difference between the simulations with Tini = −10◦C430

and Tini = 0◦C, suggesting that deposition onto ice and snow at T between −20◦C and431

−10◦C dominates the changes in both simulations with increased Tini.432

4 Discussion433

4.1 Implications434

Even though our results show that Si is clearly not a linear function of tempera-435

ture, the Siparam simulations produced a reasonable range of δD and deuterium excess436

in Antarctic precipitation in present-day climate compared to both observations and the437
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Figure 9. δD and deuterium excess in precipitation in the sensitivity simulations for different

Tini (the T threshold below which non-equilibrium fractionation occurs) compared to observa-

tions (in present-day climate). The left hand side (a) shows Siparam and the right hand side (b)

shows Sireal. The colored dots are the climatological averages at each grid point over Antarctica

(dark: Tini = −20◦C (ctrl), medium: Tini = −10◦C, light: Tini = 0◦C), and the grey dots are the

observations from Masson-Delmotte et al. (2008). The solid lines are quadratic polynomial fits of

the dots.

Sireal simulations. In part this is not surprising, because the Si function had been tuned438

for the simulations to match exactly these values (Nusbaumer et al., 2017). Neverthe-439

less, this means that models parameterizing Si as a linear function of T are still a valid440

tool for analyzing isotopic variability. There is however one big disadvantage of Siparam441

compared to Sireal, which is that an Si function tuned for present-day climate likely does442

not represent past climate conditions (e.g., different dust emissions or a different ratio443

of mixed-phase and ice clouds) correctly. This is important because isotope-enabled mod-444

els are widely used for interpreting isotope measurements in paleoarchives. Our results445

show that the relation between δD and deuterium excess during the last glacial maxi-446

mum is better reproduced by the simulation using Sireal than the simulation using Siparam447

when compared to ice core measurements. The ice core measurements close to the coast448

of Antarctica also show a lower deuterium excess during the last glacial maximum than449

in present-day climate, which can be partially seen in the simulation using Sireal, but450

not in the simulation using Siparam. This suggests that the differences there are related451

to Si. These differences can only be represented if Si is predicted by the microphysics452

scheme.453
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Furthermore, with Si predicted by the microphysics scheme, isotopes can serve as454

an additional observational constraint on microphysical parameters. Previous studies have455

shown that CAM5 tends to produce too much ice and too little supercooled liquid wa-456

ter in mixed-phase clouds (Cesana, Waliser, Jiang, & Li, 2015; Kay et al., 2016; Komurcu457

et al., 2014; Wall, Hartmann, & Ma, 2017). This means that even if Si is simulated per-458

fectly, the overestimated ice production can lead to too many non-equilibrium fraction-459

ation events and a lower deuterium excess in the remaining vapor, which is passed to pre-460

cipitation forming further downstream. The ice bias in CAM5 can be caused by a too461

efficient Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process, i.e., a too rapid growth of ice crystals at462

the expense of supercooled liquid water (Tan, Storelvmo, & Zelinka, 2016), and is often463

corrected for by decreasing the parameter epsi (e.g., Sagoo & Storelvmo, 2017; Tan &464

Storelvmo, 2016). Our simulation with reduced epsi has a flatter slope between δD and465

deuterium excess, suggesting that epsi might indeed be too high in the default CAM5466

setup. Other studies have shown that CAM5’s ice nucleation scheme for mixed-phase467

clouds (Meyers et al., 1992) overestimates the concentration of ice nucleating particles468

at high latitudes (DeMott et al., 2010; Prenni et al., 2007; Xie, Liu, Zhao, & Zhang, 2013),469

which also leads to too much ice in mixed-phase clouds. This is because the Meyers et470

al. (1992) scheme calculates ice nucleating particle concentration assuming a fixed de-471

pendence on T and Si based on measurements from the Sierra Nevada, where ice nu-472

cleating particles are much more abundant than at high latitudes, and does not take into473

account the spatial and temporal variability of ice nucleating particles. With most of Antarc-474

tic precipitation in our simulations forming in the mixed-phase cloud regime (−37◦C <475

T < 0◦C), naai is primarily predicted by the Meyers et al. (1992) scheme, and our re-476

sults show that reducing naai improves the slope between δD and deuterium excess as477

well. The overestimated ice fraction in mixed-phase clouds may also explain why allow-478

ing non-equilibrium fractionation at all T < 0◦C, instead of only at T < −20◦C, brings479

the simulated δD and deuterium excess values much further away from observations: if480

the condensate was mainly liquid between T = −20◦C and T = 0◦C, this threshold481

would only have a minor impact.482

With the implementation of a new ice nucleation scheme (Shi, Liu, & Zhang, 2015;483

Wang, Liu, Hoose, & Wang, 2014), as well as a new microphysics scheme (Gettelman,484

2015), the ice bias has been greatly improved in newer versions of CAM (Bogenschutz485

et al., 2018). We therefore expect a better agreement between the modeled and observed486
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δD and deuterium excess without the need for reducing naai, epsi, or deactivating non-487

equilibrium fractionation at T > −20◦C in the isotope-enabled version of CAM6 that488

is currently under development.489

4.2 Neglected processes490

One process that has been neglected in the discussion so far is evaporation from491

the ocean or land. Since evaporation is the only process involving strong non-equilibrium492

fractionation apart from ice and mixed-phase cloud formation, the deuterium excess is493

commonly used as a proxy for moisture source conditions (e.g., Jouzel, Merlivat, & Lo-494

rius, 1982; Uemura et al., 2012; Vimeux, Masson, Jouzel, Stievenard, & Petit, 1999). From495

a Rayleigh perspective, moisture source conditions determine the initial isotopic com-496

position of the air parcel, while meteorological conditions during cloud formation deter-497

mine how the isotopic composition of the air parcel evolves. For Antarctic precipitation,498

moisture mainly originates from the ocean (Sodemann & Stohl, 2009). Previous stud-499

ies have shown that the wind speed dependent formulation by Merlivat and Jouzel (1979)500

that is used in iCAM5 for evaporation from the ocean does not represent non-equilibrium501

fractionation correctly (Pfahl & Wernli, 2009; Uemura, Barkan, Abe, & Luz, 2010). This502

is why in this study we focus on the slope between δD and deuterium excess and not on503

the absolute values. However, the isotopic composition of the initial vapor can also in-504

fluence the slope, due to the nonlinearity of the δ-scale (Dütsch et al., 2017; Markle et505

al., 2017). We test this with the Rayleigh equations (1 and 2) by adding −10h and +10h506

to the initial δD of the air parcels, corresponding to an initial deuterium excess of −10h507

and +10h, respectively. As Figure 10 shows, a higher initial deuterium excess in vapor508

unsurprisingly leads to a higher deuterium excess in the condensate, but the slope be-509

tween δD and deuterium excess is nearly independent of the initial values. We therefore510

expect very similar results with regards to the slope between δD and deuterium excess511

for different formulations of fractionation during evaporation from the ocean or land.512

By using the isotope ratios of precipitation from iCAM5 we also neglect potential513

postdepositional processes. Recent studies from Greenland and Antarctica show that iso-514

topic exchanges between snow and water vapor (Steen-Larsen et al., 2014), fractiona-515

tion during sublimation (Madsen et al., 2019; Ritter et al., 2016), and snow metamor-516

phism (Casado et al., 2018) may alter the isotope ratios in surface snow, especially at517

low accumulation sites. In our version of the land surface model CLM4 (Oleson et al.,518
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Figure 10. Evolution of δD and deuterium excess in water vapor (dashed lines) and conden-

sate (solid lines) during Rayleigh condensation for different initial deuterium excess values (dv,0).

The black dots depict the initial isotopic composition of the water vapor and the thin lines con-

nect the isotopic composition of the condensate with the isotopic composition of the vapor it

originates from.

2010) the snow depth is limited to a maximum of Hmax = 1m snow water equivalent519

and any precipitation that would increase the snow depth to H > Hmax is routed di-520

rectly to runoff (i.e., to the river component and ultimately to the ocean) without up-521

dating the isotopic composition of the snow pack. The simulated snow pack therefore522

mainly reflects the initial isotopic composition instead of the signal from precipitation,523

and it is not possible to meaningfully account for postdepositional processes. In a revised524

version of CLM4 (van Kampenhout et al., 2017), the snow pack is allowed to refresh from525

the top, and any excess mass is removed from the lowest snow layer instead. Including526

this new treatment of snow in the isotope version of CLM4 (iCLM4) (Wong et al., 2017)527

will be the focus of future work.528

5 Conclusions529

The isotope version of the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (iCAM5) is530

one of a few isotope-enabled Atmospheric General Circulation Models whose microphysics531

scheme does not apply saturation adjustment for the ice phase and therefore allows su-532

persaturation with respect to ice. In this study we adapted iCAM5 to compute non-equilibrium533
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fractionation during ice and mixed-phase cloud formation based on the supersaturation534

predicted by the microphysics scheme (the real supersaturation, Sireal) instead of the535

commonly-applied parameterization of supersaturation with respect to ice as a linear func-536

tion of temperature (the parameterized supersaturation, Siparam).537

A comparison between simulations using the real supersaturation and simulations538

using the parameterized supersaturation showed that a linear function oversimplifies the539

dependence of supersaturation with respect to ice on temperature, and that differences540

between the real and the parameterized supersaturation are reflected in deuterium ex-541

cess in Antarctic precipitation. For present-day climate, the average relation between542

δD and deuterium excess was nevertheless well reproduced by the simulations using the543

parameterized supersaturation. For the last glacial maximum, the simulation using the544

parameterized supersaturation led to too high deuterium excess values and failed to re-545

produce the lower deuterium excess values compared to present-day climate close to the546

coast of Antarctica, which were visible in the simulation using the real supersaturation547

and in the ice core measurements. Thus, a linear function of temperature tuned to match548

present-day isotope measurements may be a reasonable approximation of supersatura-549

tion with respect to ice in present-day climate, but likely not in past climate. In this case,550

using the real supersaturation leads to a significant improvement.551

Our results also showed that with the real supersaturation stable water isotopes552

can constrain microphysical parameters that influence supersaturation with respect to553

ice in the model. Reducing the number of active aerosols for ice nucleation (naai) or the554

Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen time scale for the growth of ice crystals (epsi) improved the555

relation between δD and deuterium excess compared to observations, which is in agree-556

ment with previous findings showing that CAM5 overestimates the fraction of ice in mixed-557

phase clouds.558

In summary, while the parameterization of supersaturation with respect to ice as559

a linear function of temperature may lead to reasonable results when properly tuned, us-560

ing the real supersaturation to compute non-equilibrium fractionation ties the isotopes561

more closely to the model microphysics, which on the one hand facilitates interpretations562

of isotope measurements in paleoarchives and on the other hand makes isotopes more563

useful observational constraints.564
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